
Introducing Shaolin

Chinese Shaolin Kung Fu has long been a mystery to the Westernised

civilisations and it is only in the last thirty years that a greater

knowledge of these types of training methods have been understood.

Considering the amount of attention Kung Fu had had in many modern

westernised cultures it is still difficult for the average person to

distinguish between Shaolin kung Fu and other eastern systems such as

Karate, Ju Jitsu, Judo and so on.

It is fair to state that the distinctions between Shaolin Kung Fu and

other martial arts or sports styles should be noted as important, each

particular one has its own emphasis and approach although there may be

some similarities.

Shaolin Kung Fu remains unique in it’s theory and application, although no definite definition
can be formed due to it’s diversity and vastness. What can be said is that Shaolin Kung Fu is the
blossom of Chinese culture and has been developed over thousands of years of Chinese history

and has still survived (looking at the many dynasties during this period it’s fair to say it has been
a bumpy ride to arrive at the modern day!)

In order to try to understand the vastness of Shaolin kung Fu, one should first try to understand
the vast cultural differences between China and other Eastern countries which appear to have

other martial arts founded and stemming within them. China is one of the few countries which
has accepted martial arts and culture to mix, influence and support each other to a significant

and notable degree.

Considering what has already been stated previously it should be noted that on the basis of a
vast culture and a vast martial art it is not possible to undertake or perceive any form of study of
martial arts based on information from books, pictures or videos as some may believe. Although
many books and other forms of information relating to this subject may be very informative, the

only way to really get to grips with any form of serious training with long-term benefits is to
either attend a good school or have a personal trainer. Coupled with this only then maybe one

could benefit to some degree from the other assumed “methods of study”.
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The main issue with martial arts training is that you must find your own way, ask yourself what
you really want from your chosen “martial art”, to learn well you need focus, not confusion .

However without the correct structured training you can spend many years studying what you
think is an effective system when the reality is that there are fundamental underlying floors

within the teaching methods (no structure). These may have been inherited over the course of
time due to the lack of understanding of what should be taught and when, and dilution of

training principals due to a lack of discipline from the instructor. Other factors which have
caused dilution of technique and a narrower horizon of principals was the arrival of competition
sports typically associated with modern day Karate, Kick boxing or such like but to mention a

few. Although these systems of learning have been adapted for “rings and rules” and are
adequate for this kind of application it should be realised that original self defence martial arts
are a totally different subject and should not be confused. Due to rules many of the techniques
embedded deep within the fabric of a good martial art (Such as Shaolin Kung Fu) will maybe

never shown or more commonly not even known or understood.

Beware of Sifu’s (teachers) that report to be experts in all fields (Competition/ Self defence) 
or claim to be masters of more than one martial art or sports style (Judo, karate, Kempo,

wrestling and so on)

If the martial art that you pick is a good one there should be the opportunity for a lifetime of
learning if the student so wishes (Black belt in eighteen months or two years is not recognised to

be a good standard in the martial arts world) In Shaolin Kung Fu two years of training is the
“tip of the ice berg”

Having found your teacher there is only one way to get good at Shaolin Kung Fu and that is
hard work and commitment. Beware of teachers that promise fast gains, beware of teachers that
promote how good they are persistently by the amount of competitions they have won, because

there is a lot more to martial arts than fighting!

To really develop as a martial artist you should have time to gain knowledge at your own rate
considering your own personal ability and your instructor should understand this, although He
or She should still give the correct guidance and emphasis to balance weaknesses in the student.

The style you choose should be broad and all encompassing. For example the type of Shaolin
style that I have studied for many years is massive and has all the components of many of the

more common specialised systems. Judo-Specialises in throws/ sweeps and arm locking, some
Karate styles big powerful punches (Hard style), Taekwondo- Long range techniques, mainly

high kicking and so on.
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Shaolin Kung Fu if taught well should be perceived as a library of martial techniques that in
time not only will help you defend yourself but also have an internal and cathartic effect on the

body and mind (Cleansing and health). The Chinese believe martial arts practice creates Chi
energy which is the life force within self and thus the better the flow of Chi around the body the

better and longer life will be. (See definitions of Chi later on)

It is my belief that one should not be restricted in the knowledge that can be gained over a
period of time, but some knowledge has to be earned by a student when he or she has show that
they are worthy. Some such teachers have been perceived to be ignorant or rude because they do

not pay a new student much attention. The reality as far as I am concerned is that it is a test to
see if the student has loyalty with the drive and motivation to become a good “desciple”.

A good instructor would never show a student what has taken him or her years to master in the
first few months or years of training (It may not be appreciated due to a lack of understanding

or impossible for the student to perform, and many senior techniques are only showed to
students which have been loyal for a number of years, show discipline and can be trusted.)

When a new student arrives for their first training session it can in some cases be a daunting
episode for reasons such as perception of what to expect. Some new students will be afraid of
what to expect, some expect to turn up and be sparring within ten seconds of arriving at the
session only to be beaten by some well versed Shaolin practitioner. Some new students will

attend one session and never train again, bearing in mind the vastness of Shaolin, what did they
see? They saw only but a pixel of a much larger picture! Did they expect to see flying students,
with various complex arial manouvers, double back flips on to tall structures, like in the films?
Maybe…Or maybe they expected to see sparring on arrival and did not, because it is only one

branch of a much larger tree. A new student has to not only give the system they expect to enter
in to time to bud and show it’s fruits, but also not expect too much of themselves too quick.

From my experience it is only too easy for a student to feel stupid, or inadequate because they
cannot perform the simplest of Shaolin moves, nobody in the group would laugh, they have

already had this self realising experience. Although I believe it is good to be confident some new
students can perceive themselves to be actually a lot better than the reality, and of course when
they do not live up to their own expectations the immediate unmasking effect of Shaolin bites

large chunks out of the ego and the student leaves.

I felt many strange things when I started training, but I stuck with it because I wanted to get
better at Kung Fu, there were many times when I wanted to stop training altogether, but deep

down I knew it was not the way to go.
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Sometimes as a beginner you have to really ask yourself what you are looking for! I did! 
(You can waste a lot of time just jumping from club to club with no real idea of what you 

really require, and gain nothing)

I was looking for something with depth and meaning, that as time went on would reveal to me
the most effective techniques known in the world today. I wanted something that would keep me

fit and in condition, I wanted a flexible approach with health benefits.

I chose Shaolin Kung Fu!

Sifu Steve Beynon 
(2nd Degree Black Sash)
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